As I looked at what I was making I started to wonder what these objects could look like as printed drawings. I drew scratch negatives, made polymer plates and printed them. In the process, they lost all the qualities that made them living-the parts that indicated a flawed but persistent human being had made them.
I was given a typewriter. It had all the colors I cared about: black and red. The keyboard had symbols that resembled my own mark making. I hit keys, returned, and spaced. I could distantly hear the old tape recorded typing lessons I had been forced to listen to and obey in high school. Despite the mechanical nature of the process of typing, landscapes began to appear on the page. The drawings I was producing were the imprint of a human through the hand of a machine-they maintained their humanity.
These typed pieces had life to them, they had errors. The 'errors' didn't look like errors to me, they looked human. Each drawing looked like a mixture of all the human errors that had ever been made and were intentionally left to be put together. Inspired by drawing with the typewriter, I decided to make letterpress drawings as well. I settled on making an edition of five different prints based on my experiments with the typewriter. My intention in making prints involved the desire to imbue letterpress printing with a meditative property, to make a 'drawing' of the physical time I spent printing. Using this method I sought to describe printing in its essence: repetitive movements resulting in a grouping of multiples. Each line was gradually moved down the bed of the press and printed until the page was filled.
I was drawn to using only punctuation-as I had realized that my drawings were made up of small marks, like an extended array of hyphens or hyphen-minuses. What did this mean? In the perspective of a hyphen, each mark was striving for continuity, the previous hyphen reliant on the last for its meaning. Punctuation symbols have meaning comparable to words. The variation in my drawn marks looked strikingly similar to other forms of punctuation as well: slashes, dashes, minus signs. I decided to draw with all of them. With the uniformity imposed by typefaces, the marks now lent themselves to being designed and reproduced.
What does it mean to make a weaving? Weaving has traditionally been women's work-a vital task before industrialization. In order to have clothing and warmth for one's family, women wove in order to provide basic necessities for human life. Some of the earliest woven garments discovered have patterns referencing the female form and fertility. A particular pattern refers to the actual anatomy of a woman, taking on the form of a lozenge shape in reference to the vulva. 2 The lozenge shape has its roots in early prehistoric cultures which has persisted up to today. 3 After reading about this, I realized some of my prints referenced this shape, despite my lack of intention. What was I getting at? Though I was not 'weaving' for basic survival, I do believe it satisfies a basic spiritual need. Many of the most complex and labor intensive cloths have been made for spiritual and ceremonial purposes.
Ethnographic parallels worldwide show that enormous time is often put into "simply" decorating people and things with efficacious symbols believed to promote life, prosperity, and safety. For example, many a Slavic folk costume is decorated with red embroidery at neck, sleeve, and hem. Both the designs and the blood red color carry symbolic life powers, while the potent signs are carefully located to ward off sickness demons that are looking for openings through which to attack. 4
While I myself am not trying to ward off sickness demons in a literal sense, I do believe I am trying to embody similar sentiments through color choice and composition. The color red is an important aspect of my work, and it is no coincidence that it is associated with symbolic life powers.
Weaving was traditionally done in a group environment with multiple weavers. One typically needed assistance to string the warp of the loom and spin fiber for the large amounts of thread needed to compose one weaving. 5 I think it is appropriate that the punctuated weavings have been made in a print shop, a historically group-oriented environment. More interesting is the fact that the print shop has traditionally been the workplace of men, only recently becoming further populated by women with increased interest in book arts and letterpress. My own interests in women's work may have to do with understanding what it means to be occupying spaces which are historically male (letterpress), and how this relates and redefines the work that has been historically classified as female (weaving).
The result of my efforts in punctuated weaving was movement: static lines of metal creating prints with the movement of fabric. The lines of metal type had been moving up and down the press bed the entire span of printing. One line of type was printed, moved, and reprinted to create each new layer of 'warp' or 'weft.' The resulting pieces are a complex timeline of decisions and movements.
2 Wayland Barber, Elizabeth. 1994. 3 Wayland Barber, Elizabeth. 1994. 4 Wayland Barber, Elizabeth. 1994. 5 Wayland Barber, Elizabeth. 1994. These tales of ratiocination owe most of their popularity to being something in a new key. I do not mean to say that they are not ingenious -but people think them more ingenious than they are -on account of their method and air of method. In the "Murders in the Rue Morgue," for instance, where is the ingenuity of unravelling a web which you yourself (the author) have woven for the express purpose of unravelling? 6
We get quite a sense of Poe's ego in this, and by no means do I think I am ingenious-but I do agree with him about the idea of "unravelling." This quote describes how I have felt making this project, grappling with the idea of ingenuity. How can a project be considered creative when it has been heavily premeditated and indebted to the work of artistic predecessors? Has Punctuated Weaving been creative when I have been "unravelling a web which you yourself have woven for the express purpose of unraveling?" What I have realized is that the joy in making this project was the "unraveling." Although I set up a great deal of parameters to work within, I really had no idea what Punctuated Weaving would ultimately look like. I used the same tools and ideologies as my predecessors, yet despite this-I could not know the final outcome until the project was finished. I am indebted, but I understand that it is a part of being a per-
